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Abstract

Behavioral coding (BC) in motivational interviewing (MI) holds great potential for enhancing the efficacy of MI
counseling. However, manual coding is labor-intensive, and automation efforts are hindered by the lack of data
due to the privacy of psychotherapy. To address these challenges, we introduce BiMISC, a bilingual dataset of MI
conversations in English and Dutch, sourced from real counseling sessions. Expert annotations in BiMISC adhere
strictly to the motivational interviewing skills code (MISC) scheme, offering a pivotal resource for MI research.
Additionally, we present a novel approach to elicit the MISC expertise from Large language models (LLMs) for MI
coding. Through the in-depth analysis of BiMISC and the evaluation of our proposed approach, we demonstrate
that the LLM-based approach yields results closely aligned with expert annotations and maintains consistent
performance across different languages. Our contributions not only furnish the MI community with a valuable
bilingual dataset but also spotlight the potential of LLMs in MI coding, laying the foundation for future MI research.

Keywords:Bilingual Motivational Interviewing dataset, Large language model for Motivational Interviewing
coding, Low-resourced languages

1. Introduction
Motivational interviewing (MI) is an essential, di-
rective, client-centered counseling technique, that
aims to elicit clients’ behavioral change (Miller and
Rollnick, 2002). It can boost intrinsic motivation
and collaboration between therapists and clients
by effectively addressing ambivalence and en-
hancing self-efficacy (Martins and McNeil, 2009),
improving clients’ adherence to the therapists’ in-
terventions (Alperstein and Sharpe, 2016). With-
out the use of MI, traditional techniques can poten-
tially cause resistance and disengagement from
clients due to their confrontational, paternalistic
ways of thinking (Miller and Rollnick, 2002).
Behavioral coding (BC) is the practice of systemat-
ically observing and categorizing the behaviors of
therapists and clients (Martins and McNeil, 2009;
Miller and Rollnick, 2002; Tavabi et al., 2021). Out-
put codes can provide valuable insights for pro-
fessional practitioners (e.g., therapists and coun-
selors), regarding behavioral patterns and their
connections to therapeutic outcomes.
However, conducting BC in MI is challenging, as
it relies on the expertise (Jannet M. de Jonge,
2005; Atkins et al., 2014) and large-scale datasets
with human annotations (Cao et al., 2019; Tanana
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Client Utterance Annotation

BiMISC AnnoMI

I was helped. FN

NT
But I just have to keep it up
because I still have to use
medicines for a month and a half.

R+

It is a kind of course, right? ASK

Table 1: An example of annotation of a client ut-
terance in BiMISC dataset and AnnoMI dataset.
The use of fine-grained multiple codes allows for
a multi-perspective and in-depth understanding of
the client’s intentions. These are non-trivial in-
sights for therapists to conduct MI treatment in
psychotherapy.

et al., 2016; Klonek et al., 2015). Recent re-
search has demonstrated the effectiveness of
natural language processing (NLP) approaches in
BC. Early efforts primarily utilized statistical mod-
els such as N-grams (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2017)
and CRFs (Can et al., 2015). More recent ap-
proaches have shifted towards deep learningmod-
els, including RNN (Tavabi et al., 2021; Xiao et al.,
2016), CNN (Wu et al., 2023), and BiGRU with at-
tention mechanism (Cao et al., 2019).
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These aforementioned approaches require large-
scale high-quality data and computing resources.
An even greater challenge is that the majority of
MI resources are not publicly accessible, primar-
ily due to privacy concerns. For example, Pérez-
Rosas et al. (2016) introduces a dataset with
277 conversations covering 10 MI codes, how-
ever, the dataset is no longer accessible. To the
best of our knowledge, there are only two pub-
licly available datasets, namely, AnnoMI (Zixiu
et al., 2022) and MITI (Welivita and Pu, 2022).
However, there are still challenges: (1) they do
not consist of conversations from the real MI
counseling sessions; (2) AnnoMI comprises only
six coarse-grained motivational interviewing skills
code (MISC) codes, while MITI solely includes
codes for therapist behaviors and lacks codes for
the client’s actions; (3) They assign only one code
to each utterance, which may not fully capture the
complex intentions behind it.
In this work, we introduce motivational interview-
ing skills code (MISC) scheme for behavioral cod-
ing and create BiMISC, a bilingual dataset both
in English and Dutch: (1) BiMISC consists con-
versations collected from real MI counseling ses-
sions in psychotherapy; (2) BiMISC comes with
fine-grained behavioral codes strictly grounded on
MISC scheme; (3) BiMISC features multiple codes
instead of a single code for each utterance.
Large language models (LLMs) have been proven
to be effective in both providing accurate re-
sponses in open-domain (Deng et al., 2023b) and
eliciting expertise in various domain-specific appli-
cations, e.g., medical treatment (Yan et al., 2022;
?), legal judgment analysis (Deng et al., 2023a)
and qualitative data analysis (Chew et al., 2023;
Paoli, 2023; Tai et al., 2023). In this work, we
aim to explore the potential of utilizing the MISC
scheme with LLMs to directly generate MISC
codes that closely align with expert annotations.
Specifically, we leverage MISC codes and their
definitions in the MISC manual to elicit expertise
from an LLM for MI coding. We first design a
prompt template, including task instruction, MISC
manual, MISC examples, and historical conversa-
tions. Next, we randomly select approximately 3%
of the data to serve as test samples for conduct-
ing trial experiments on MISC coding. We contin-
uously refine the prompt manually until the output
codes are in alignment with human annotations.
Last, we conduct experiments and evaluations on
the full dataset.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We collect and release BiMISC, the first bilingual
motivational interviewing dataset in both English
and Dutch with expert-annotated MISC codes;

• We propose aMISC coding approach by eliciting
MISC expertise from LLMs;

• We conduct extensive experiments and analysis
of the proposed approach, demonstrating its ef-
fectiveness in MI behavioral coding.

2. Related Work

2.1 Motivational interviewing

Motivational interviewing (MI) (Miller and Rollnick,
2002) is a counseling technique aimed at boost-
ing an individual’s motivation to make behavioral
changes. It addresses doubts or ambivalence
about change and strengthens a person’s belief in
their ability to make positive changes (Martins and
McNeil, 2009). By fostering a supportive environ-
ment, MI helps individuals find their own reasons
to change and has shown success in areas like
health promotion and substance abuse (Alperstein
and Sharpe, 2016).
In motivational interviewing (MI), behavioral cod-
ing (BC) is important, serving as a means to ob-
serve and categorize behaviors demonstrated by
therapists and clients during MI counseling ses-
sions (Miller and Rollnick, 2002; Tavabi et al.,
2021). This systematic categorization provides
therapists with insightful perspectives and facili-
tates steering of therapeutic interventions more ef-
ficiently. Behavioral coding (BC) hinges on a de-
fined scheme consisting of predetermined codes,
each associated with specific MI-associated be-
haviors (Jannet M. de Jonge, 2005; Martins and
McNeil, 2009). Once established, these codes can
be systematically assigned to the transcripts of MI
counselings. Behavioral coding (BC) empowers
researchers to discern MI behavioral patterns and
link them with therapeutic outcomes, deepening
our understanding of the MI intervention process.
To this end, the MI research community has de-
veloped validated coding schemes for BC in MI.
Notable among these are Motivational interview-
ing skills code (MISC) (Miller et al., 2002; Jannet
M. de Jonge, 2005) and Motivational interview-
ing treatment integrity (MITI) (Moyers et al., 2016).
A key difference between MISC and the MITI is
their focus: while MISC offers behavioral codes
for both therapists and clients, MITI predominantly
concentrates on therapist behaviors. These com-
prehensive coding schemes assess MI-specific
behaviors manifested in therapist–client interac-
tions, such as the use of questions and reflec-
tions. They have been widely employed in MI re-
search for various purposes, including assessing
therapist adherence, measuring the effectiveness
of MI training, and examining the relationship be-
tween specific MI behaviors and therapeutic out-
comes. In our research, we opt for MISC coding
scheme (Miller et al., 2002) to annotate behsviors
of both therapist and client.
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Figure 1: Process of the construction of the bilingual dataset: BiMISC.

2.2 MI datasets
Resources for MI are limited due to the sen-
sitive nature of the topics discussed in coun-
seling and psychotherapy. For instance, psy-
chotherapy transcripts from platforms like Alexan-
der Street (Street, 2023) are not publicly acces-
sible because of privacy. While annotated MI
datasets exist, such as the collection of MI conver-
sational recordings by (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2016),
these data are not publicly accessible. To the best
of our knowledge, there are two publicly available
MI datasets. The first one is AnnoMI (Zixiu et al.,
2022), a dataset compiled from automatic tran-
scriptions of MI recordings from video-sharing plat-
forms. This dataset is annotated with MI codes
based on a self-constructed coding scheme (which
is the subset/regroup of MISC). The second one
MI dataset (Welivita and Pu, 2022) comprises di-
alogues from social forums. These dialogues are
annotated based on the MITI (Moyers et al., 2016)
coding scheme by crowdsourcing annotators. In
this work, we introduce BiMISC, which is a bilin-
gual dataset available in both English and Dutch.
BiMISC comprises conversations sourced directly
from actual MI counseling sessions in psychother-
apy. And BiMISC is annotated strictly grounded
on motivational interviewing skills code (MISC)
scheme (Miller et al., 2002) by MI experts.

2.3 MI coding approaches
The field of MI has benefited significantly from
established coding schemes like MISC. How-
ever, the manual coding process associated with
these schemes is labor-intensive, necessitating
specialized training and expertise (Jannet M. de
Jonge, 2005; Atkins et al., 2014). This has re-
sulted in a growing demand for efficient meth-
ods, paving the way for the development of auto-
matic MI coding approaches. Initial approaches
in this direction lean on statistical models, with
prior work exploring the utility of N-grams (Pérez-
Rosas et al., 2017), topic models (Atkins et al.,
2014), and CRFs (Can et al., 2015) for MI cod-
ing. With advancements in computational power,
the focus has shifted towards deep learning mod-
els. Recent work has studied the applications
of RNNs (Tavabi et al., 2021; Xiao et al., 2016),
CNNs (Wu et al., 2023), and BiGRUswith attention
mechanisms (Cao et al., 2019). While these mod-
els show promise, they also bring their own chal-

lenges, especially the need for substantial data. A
primary barrier to the wider adoption of automatic
MI coding is the limited access to MI resources,
due to privacy concerns within psychotherapy.
Most recently, large language models (LLMs)
have demonstrated effectiveness in providing
accurate open-domain responses (Deng et al.,
2023b) and in showcasing expertise across var-
ious domain-specific applications, such as med-
ical treatment (Yan et al., 2022; Korngiebel and
Mooney, 2021), legal judgment analysis (Deng
et al., 2023a), and qualitative data analysis (Xiao
et al., 2023; Paoli, 2023; Tai et al., 2023), espe-
cially in zero-shot scenarios (Brown et al., 2020;
Gao et al., 2021). Given their capabilities, LLMs
offers potential for MI coding, which could allevi-
ate the need for extensive training data required by
previous research (Tavabi et al., 2021; Xiao et al.,
2016; Cao et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2023). There-
fore, we explore the feasibility of eliciting domain
expertise of MISC scheme from LLMs for efficient
MISC coding.

3. Dataset Creation
In this section, we outline the creation of the
BiMISC dataset. First, we collect raw conversa-
tions between therapists and clients from MI coun-
seling sessions (§ 3.1). Second, we introduce
MISC scheme for human annotation (§ 3.2). Last,
we report the statistics of the proposed BiMISC
dataset (§ 3.3).

3.1 Raw data collection
Initially, we collect 80 audio recordings of con-
versations between 18 clients and therapists in
real MI counseling sessions, conducted in Dutch.
Secondly, the therapists transcribe the recordings
of 80 Dutch conversations, each averaging 108
utterances. The MI therapists rectify typos and
grammar errors, while also anonymizing sensitive
information (e.g., names and addresses) in the
transcripts. Next, we utilize a machine transla-
tor (Google, 2023) to translate the Dutch conver-
sations into English and engage two Dutch Mas-
ter’s students to post-edit the translations. Our
raw conversations have significantly more turns,
making the utterance count comparable to AnnoMI
(average of 108 vs. 80 respectively). Moreover,
our MI conversations are from real counseling ses-
sions, ensuring both authenticity and relevance.
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Therapist Code Description (abbreviated version) Example

Open question (OQ) Asking questions for a wide range of answers. Can you tell me more about your drinking habits?
Closed question (CQ) Asking questions for concise answers: “Yes” or “no”, a number. Did you use heroin this week?

Simple reflection (SR) Conveying shallow understanding without additional information. You don’t want to do that.
Complex reflection (CR) Conveying deep understanding with additional information. That’s where you drew the line.

Advice (ADV) Providing suggestions or recommendations. Consider starting with small, manageable changes
like taking a short walk daily.

Affirm (AFF) Conveying positive or complimentary information. You did well by seeking help.
Direct (DIR) Offering an imperative order, command, or direction. You’ve got to stop drinking.
Emphasize control (EC) Emphasizing client’s freedom of choice. It’s up to you to decide whether to drink.
Facilitate (FA) Encouraging the client to keep sharing. Tell me more about that.
Filler (FIL) Fitlering utterances are not related to behavior change. Good Morning!
Giving information (GI) Offering relevant information, explanations, or feedback. There are several treatment options available for

managing stress.
Support (SP) Offering encouragement and reassurance I’m here to support you through your recovery

journey.
Structure (STR) Offering a treatment process during the client’s journey. First, let’s discuss your drinking, and then we can

explore other issues.
Warn (WAR) Offering a warning or negative consequences. You could go blind if you don’t manage your blood

sugar levels.
Permission seeking (PS) Asking for consent before providing information or advice. May I suggest a few stress management

techniques?
Opinion (OP) Expressing a viewpoint or judgment In my opinion, addressing your stress can help

reduce your drinking.

Client Code Description Example

Follow/Neutral (FN) No indication of client inclination toward or away from change. Yeah.
Ask (ASK) Asking for clarification or information. What treatment options are available?

Commitment (CM+/CM-) An agreement, intention, or obligation regarding future change. I will try to reduce my drinking.
Taking step (TS+/TS-) Concrete steps the client has recently taken to make a change. I threw away all of my cigarettes.
Reason (R+/R-) Rationale, basis, justification, or motive to make a change. It would be so good for my kids.
Other (O+/O-) Other statements clearly reflect intention of change. My family doesn’t believe I can quit.

Table 2: MISC codes in the BiMISC dataset. The symbols ”+” and ”-” represent the client’s desire to
change (+) or not change (-) their behaviors with CM, TS, R or O intention.

AnnoMI BiMISC

Therapist Question (QS) OQ, CQ
Reflection (RF) SR,CR

Therapist input (TI)
ADV, AFF, DIR, EC, FA, FIL,
GI, SP, STR, WAR, PS, OP

Client Neutral talk (NT) FN, ASK
Change talk (CT) CM+, TS+, R+, O+
Sustain talk (ST) CM-, TS-, R-, O-

Table 3: Mapping relationship between the codes
in BiMISC (fine-grained) and AnnoMI (coarse-
grained) dataset.

3.2 MISC annotation
We follow the MISC 2.1 scheme (Miller et al.,
2002)* and define an annotation manual that con-
tains MISC codes with their descriptions and ex-

*https://digitalcommons.montclair.edu/
cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1026&context=
psychology-facpubs

amples (See Table 2). The certified MI therapists
from the Dutch institute who conducted the MI
counselings and initially recorded the conversation
assign each utterance with the appropriate MISC
codes. Each utterance is coded to reflect all ap-
plicable MISC behaviors, leading to a multi-code
annotation. For example, as shown in Table 1, for
the utterance “I was helped. But I just have to keep
it up because I still have to use medicines for a
month and a half. It is a kind of course, right?”, it
should be assigned as “follow/neutral,“ “reason+,“
and “ask“ rather than just a single code. In addi-
tion, the therapists annotate the most precise fine-
grained MISC codes, as shown in Table 2. To
ensure the quality of the dataset and its annota-
tions, we provide annotators with a comprehen-
sive guideline. They are encouraged to flag and
discuss ambiguous cases. Furthermore, a sub-
set of the data undergoes double-annotation to as-
sess inter-annotator agreement, ensuring the reli-
ability and consistency of the annotations.

https://digitalcommons.montclair.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1026&context=psychology-facpubs
https://digitalcommons.montclair.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1026&context=psychology-facpubs
https://digitalcommons.montclair.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1026&context=psychology-facpubs
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Figure 2: Distribution of fine-grained codes for the client (right) and therapist (left) in BiMISC.

Dataset AnnoMI BiMISC

#Utterance 8,839 8,572
#Conversation 110 80
#Avg utterance / conversation 80 108

#MISC code 6 26
#Therapist code 3 16
#Client code 3 10

Language English Dutch&
English

Multiple codes / utterance False True

Table 4: Comparison of AnnoMI dataset and the
proposed BiMISC dataset. Note that BiMISC pro-
vides fine-grained multiple codes for each utter-
ance and bilingual parallel in-depth conversations.
The utilization of fine-grained multiple codes pro-
vides therapists with profound insights for conduct-
ing MI treatment in psychotherapy.

3.3 Data statistics
Table 4 compares the statistics of the proposed
BiMISC dataset and AnnoMI dataset.
The AnnoMI dataset is a publicly available MI
dataset consisting of 110 conversations with 8,839
utterances. It only partially introduced 6 coarse-
grained MISC codes, including 3 therapists’ codes
(i.e., question, reflection, and therapist input), and
3 clients’ codes (i.e., neutral talk, change talk, and
sustain talk).
BiMISC, on the other hand, consists of 80
conversations with 8,572 utterances in both
Dutch and English. These utterances are anno-
tated with a total of 26 fine-grained behavioral
codes derived from the MISC scheme, with
16 codes corresponding to therapist behaviors
and 10 attributed to client behaviors (See Table 2).

Figure 3: Distribution of coarse-grained codes in
AnnoMI dataset and BiMISC dataset.

Table 3 shows the mapping relationships between
fine-grained codes (used in BiMISC) and coarse-
grained codes (used in AnnoMI). For example,
the fine-grained codes “open question (OQ)” and
“closed question (CQ)” can be mapped to the
coarse-grained code “question (QS)”.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of fine-grained
codes for therapists (left) and clients (right) in
BiMISC. To make the two datasets comparable,
we consider the coarse-grainedMISC does in both
BiMISC and AnnoMI, and plot the distribution of
the codes in Figure 3. We see that BiMISC has a
more balanced distribution of the codes compared
with AnnoMI.

4. Experimental Setup
4.1 Research questions
We seek answers to the following research ques-
tions by the experiments:
(RQ1) Is the use of fine-grained codes advanta-

geous for LLMs in predicting MISC codes?
(RQ2) What are the key factors that affect the

elicitation of MISC expertise from LLMs for
MISC codes?
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(RQ3) Do LLMs maintain consistent performance
in MISC code prediction across different
languages?

4.2 Task definition and evaluation
We define the MISC coding task as the classifica-
tion of therapist or client utterances into specific
MISC codes. Utilizing an LLM, we provide the
model input with a prompt, including a task instruc-
tion, the MISC manual, MISC examples, and the
historical conversations. And LLM subsequently
generates MISC codes as an output.
We conduct evaluation as a classification task us-
ing the following metrics:
• Accuracy: the fraction of responses that have
been categorized into a correct code out of all
responses.

• Precision: measures the percentage of codes
identified as positive that are actually positive.

• Recall: measures the percentage of actual pos-
itive codes that were identified correctly.

• Macro F1 (Opitz and Burst, 2021): provides a
well-roundedmetric that factors in both precision
and recall. This is important given the imbal-
anced distribution of codes in MI conversations.

4.3 Benchmark models
We employ three prominent LLMs as benchmarks,
including two commercial and one open-source.

GPT-3.5 We select gpt-3.5-turbo † as a com-
mercial LLM benchmark. It has been optimized for
better alignment with human instructions and chat
interactions.

GPT-4 We select gpt-4 ‡ as another commercial
LLM benchmark. It demonstrates outstanding per-
formance in providing accurate responses as hu-
man instruction, notably in zero-shot scenarios.

Flan-T5 We select flan-t5-xxl § as an open-
source LLM benchmark, known for its advanced
capabilities in various NLP tasks (Chung et al.,
2022), optimized for better alignment with human
instructions.

We also explored Llama-2-13b-chat-hf ¶ as an
open-source LLM benchmark. However, it strug-
gles to differentiate between the various MISC
codes, often leading to the generation of unin-
tended outputs that deviate from the given prompt.
We set the hyper-parameter temperature as 0 to

†https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/
gpt-3-5

‡https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/
gpt-4

§https://huggingface.co/google/flan-t5-xxl
¶https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/

Llama-2-13b-chat-hf

control the randomness of generation and ensure
reproducibility.

4.4 Prompt template design
We elaborate a comprehensive prompt template
by the following steps: (1) We craft an ini-
tial prompt template, containing task instructions,
MISC guidelines, illustrative examples, and his-
torical conversations; (2) We conduct meticulous
manual verification and refinement until the result-
ing output codes meet our predefined expecta-
tions. An example of the prompt template is de-
tailed in Appendix A. Notably, there are two inte-
gral components within the prompts:
MISC coding manual: We introduce the defini-
tion of a list of role-specific codes with their names
and comprehensive descriptions (see Table 2).
The role of the current speaker is either therapist
or client. The descriptions are carefully crafted and
condensed into a scheme handbook (Miller et al.,
2002)* by experts specializing in MI in psychother-
apy.
MISC coding examples: We offer each code
two examples of client-therapist utterance pairs.
These examples are selected from the MISC
scheme handbook *.

5. Outcomes
5.1 Overall performance (RQ1)
To address RQ1, we conduct experiments on An-
noMI and BiMISC datasets respectively, and eval-
uate the performance on coarse-grained codes
and fine-grained codes.
Table 5 shows MISC coding performance on An-
noMI and BiMISC, evaluated by F1 score on
coarse-grained.
First, fine-grained codes can better elicit MISC
expertise from LLMs for MISC coding. On
the BiMISC dataset, GPT-4 + mapping (predict-
ing fine-grained codes and mapping them into
coarse-grained codes) achieves substantial im-
provements or shows comparable results when
compared to GPT-4 (predicting coarse-grained
codes directly). Specifically, F1 scores on ST, QS,
RF, TI increase 13%, 3%, 5%, 5%, respectively.
This is because fine-grained multiple codes are
mutually beneficial: fine-grained multiple codes
enable a comprehensive and multi-dimensional
expression of the client’s intentions. These in-
sights hold significant value for therapists in de-
livering effective MI treatment within the realm of
psychotherapy. The only exception is on NT. An-
alyzing Figure 4, we observe that the fine-grained
classification (b) has a higher false negative rate
and a lower true positive rate for the NT code com-
pared to coarse-grained classification (a). This is
due to the fact that the definition of NT is not as

https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-4
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-4
https://huggingface.co/google/flan-t5-xxl
https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Llama-2-13b-chat-hf
https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Llama-2-13b-chat-hf
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Dataset Model Marco F1 Client’s codes Therapist’s codes

All NT CT ST QS RF TI

AnnoMI
GPT-3.5 0.53 0.69 0.56 0.36 0.63 0.54 0.39
Flan-T5 0.60 0.79 0.52 0.29 0.81 0.58 0.62
GPT-4 0.73 0.76 0.69 0.46 0.84 0.74 0.87

BiMISC GPT-4 0.68 0.70 0.73 0.42 0.83 0.65 0.75
GPT-4 + mapping 0.68 0.44 0.73 0.55 0.86 0.70 0.80

Table 5: MISC coding performance, evaluating coarse-grained codes using theMacro F1 score for clients
and therapists. We conduct single-code classification (AnnoMI) and multi-code classification (BiMISC).
The “mapping” indicates that we conduct fine-grained multi-code classification and then map the fine-
grained codes to coarse-grained codes following Table 3.

Figure 4: Accuracy of multi-code classification on the BiMISC dataset by GPT-4, using coarse-grained
codes (a) and fine-grained codes (b).

Figure 5: Accuracy of single-code classification on
the AnnoMI dataset as performed by GPT-4.

clear-cut as CT and ST and it is frequently disre-
garded by LLMs in multi-code scenarios.
Second, GPT-4 exhibits the highest performance,
with Flan-T5 and GPT-3.5 following in the evalu-
ation of single-code classification on AnnoMI. No-
tably, Flan-T5 achieves the best performance for
the NT code. Specifically, GPT-4 significantly out-
performs Flan-T5 and GPT3.5 by 13% and 20%
in terms of overall performance. So we conduct

thorough analytical studies utilizing GPT-4 as the
chosen LLM.
Third, multi-code classification (See Figure 4) is
generally more challenging than single-code clas-
sification (See Figure 5). The true positive predic-
tion accuracy for multi-code classification is typi-
cally quite high, but it is important to note that false
negatives can be relatively high in certain scenar-
ios. For example, GPT-4+mapping achives 0.71,
0.44, and 0.40 for NT, ST and RF.

5.2 Elicitation of MISC expertise (RQ2)
To address RQ2, we conduct an ablation study to
access how two key factors (i.e., MISC manual
and examples) influence the elicitation of MISC ex-
pertise from LLM, as shown in Table 6.
First, the choice of prompt substantially influences
the LLM’s performance. Specifically, in GPT-4
when using the MISC manual, the F1 scores in-
crease from 0.58 to 0.73, marking a 15% improve-
ment. This confirms that MISC manual can elicit

¶This sampled data includes all six behaviors and
has a code distribution similar to the entire AnnoMI
dataset. The costs are approximately $5 and $15 per
1,000 codes for GPT-3.5 and GPT-4, respectively.
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Model MISC Manual # Examples Macro F1 Client’s codes Therapist’s codes

All NT CT ST QS RF TI

GPT-3.5

True 0 0.55 0.74 0.56 0.27 0.70 0.57 0.44
True 2 0.55 0.71 0.54 0.33 0.58 0.56 0.57
False 0 0.38 0.75 0.53 0.22 0.16 0.47 0.15
False 2 0.45 0.72 0.50 0.30 0.17 0.30 0.17

Flan-T5

True 0 0.62 0.81 0.55 0.26 0.85 0.61 0.64
True 2 0.45 0.72 0.50 0.30 0.17 0.30 0.17
False 0 0.52 0.74 0.28 0.12 0.81 0.49 0.69
False 2 0.53 0.82 0.53 0.05 0.85 0.30 0.64

GPT-4

True 0 0.73 0.91 0.67 0.40 0.87 0.80 0.74
True 2 0.67 0.77 0.56 0.43 0.75 0.67 0.83
False 0 0.58 0.72 0.45 0.34 0.73 0.60 0.67
False 2 0.58 0.87 0.60 0.31 0.83 0.24 0.67

Table 6: The performance of benchmark models on the sampled 15% AnnoMI with equal distribution of
entire dataset, evaluated using Macro F1 score, with consideration given to various prompt setups.

Therapist All
QS RF TI

OQ CQ SR CR AFFADV DIR EC FA FIL GI SP STR WAR PS OP

English (EN) .31 .71 .62 .28 .25 .32 .35 .00 .00 .12 .21 .59 .22 .15 .00 .50 .00
Dutch (NL) .33 .70 .62 .29 .30 .39 .56 .00 .10 .10 .24 .66 .14 .15 .00 .40 .00

Client All
NT CT ST

FN ASK CM+ TS+ R+ O+ CM- TS- R- O-

English (EN) .32 .35 .57 .35 .14 .55 .12 .25 .36 .42 .06
Dutch (NL) .30 .47 .57 .29 .16 .53 .19 .18 .22 .43 .00

Table 7: The fine-grained classification in English (EN) and Dutch (NL) on the BiMISC dataset, evaluated
using the Macro F1 score for therapist (upper) codes and client (lower) codes.

MISC expertise from LLM for classification.
Second, examples are beneficial for LLMs, partic-
ularly when MISC manuals are not available. the
macro F1 score of GPT-3.5 increases by 7%, while
Flan-T5 sees a 1% increase when two examples
are used without the MISC manual.
Third, from amodel performance standpoint, GPT-
4 leads the pack, followed by Flan-T5, with GPT-
3.5 comes the last. Consistent results across dif-
ferent prompt setups with these three models af-
firm the generalizability of LLMs for MISC classifi-
cation and support our findings.

5.3 Multi-lingual analysis (RQ3)
To address RQ3, we conduct a comparative analy-
sis of fine-grained classification using both English
and Dutch MI conversations on BiMISC. We keep
our experimental setup consistent, ensuring that
the prompt setup matches the language of the MI

conversations being assessed.

The results, as displayed in Table 7, show that
GPT-4’s performance remains comparable and
consistent across both English and Dutch MI con-
versations, suggesting its ability to understand and
classify MI conversations are not limited to En-
glish, which highlights the GPT-4’s robust multi-
lingual capabilities. The multi-lingual consistency
of GPT-4 in MI coding, irrespective of the lan-
guage, indicates its potential as a valuable tool
in multilingual psychotherapy contexts. Such a
tool can assist therapists in diverse settings, en-
suring that the nuances of MI conversations are
accurately captured and analyzed. Our investiga-
tion into RQ3 provides affirmative evidence. Con-
sistent multi-lingual performance in MISC classifi-
cation paves the way for broader applications in
multi-lingual psychotherapy contexts.
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6. Conclusion and Future work
We introduce BiMISC, a bilingual dataset compris-
ing MI conversations in both English and Dutch.
We build BiMISC using expert annotation, care-
fully aligned with the MISC scheme. Our com-
prehensive analysis and comparison with AnnoMI
highlight BiMISC’s distinctiveness and novelty.
Furthermore, the promising outcomes from our ex-
periments not only spotlight the potential of LLMs
in MISC coding but also highlight the unique char-
acteristics and advantages of BiMISC.
In the future, we plan to study further the fine-
grained classification of MI conversations, specif-
ically addressing the challenges posed by imbal-
anced codes in MISC classification. Moreover, we
envision leveraging the outcomes of MISC classi-
fication as directives for natural language genera-
tion within MI. This sets the stage for incorporating
controllable natural language generation in sensi-
tive domains like psychotherapy.
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Appendix A: An example of the prompt template for classifying the MI code
Prompt [ROLE]: Therapist
MISC manual Definition of each code in MISC for [ROLE]:

[We give descriptions of each MISC code according to the [ROLE]]

’reflection’: reflection is a statement made by the therapist that captures
and mirrors back the essence of what the client has said or expressed.
[...]

’question’: question is made by the therapist to gain more clarity or to
explore the client’s perspective, feelings, thoughts, or experiences. [...]

’therapist_input’: therapist_input is any other therapist utterance that is
not codable as ’question’ or ’reflection’. [...]

MISC examples Examples of each code in MISC:
[We give TWO examples of each MISC code according to the
[ROLE]]

’reflection’:
Example 1:
Client: ’I’m scared of the consequences if I don’t stop smoking.’
Therapist: ’You’re expressing fear about the potential effects of
continued smoking.’ [...]

’question’:
Example 1:
Client: ’I think I need to stop smoking.’
Therapist: ’Have you tried quitting before?’ [...]

’therapist_input’:
Example 1:
Client: ’I feel anxious lately.’
Therapist: ’Managing anxiety is possible with strategies like relaxation
techniques and mindfulness.’ [...]

Historical
conversations

Conversations:
[We give historical conversations and the utterance need to be
classified]

Therapist: Yes, those were not really your moments, they were not
really your smoking moments, that was a bit literally and figuratively,
especially at the end of the day.
[...]
The utterance for classification:
Therapist: Yes, and yes the weight does not go to me, but is that
something that will be coming soon or you say that will only be next year.

Task instruction Task:
[We give instruction to explain the MISC classification task]

Given the above Conversations, please identify the MISC codes for the
last therapist’s last utterance. Provide the code based solely on these
options: [’reflection’, ’question’, ’therapist_input’]. Provide only the
selected codes without any additional text.
Code is:

Table 1: Prompt template for MISC classification on the therapist’s utterance.
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